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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack for Kenshi, including two short "making of" videos.

Track list:

Kenshi

Scorching Winds

Sands at Dusk

Fertile

The Wildgrass

As it is

Yearn for Night

Breath of the World

Bog
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Descend

Pit

Ashen Air

Approx 50 minutes of music total

NOTES ABOUT THE SOUNDTRACK

The music system in Kenshi has been designed in such a way, that as
you play through the game the engine randomly selects from a handful
of different musical elements to create new compositional excerpts. It
is this ambient approach and "non-player interactivity" of the music
that reinforces Kenshi's indifferent tone. Obviously for a traditional

Soundtrack release we can not recreate the randomization of this music
system (yet). However, we can get close and musically sculpt each

track with wide brushstrokes to capture the same feeling.

In addition to the gameplay music, the Kenshi Original Soundtrack
features the Main Title and a few other traditional recordings that

can be heard throughout the game. Put on a good set of headphones and
let the music transport you to the windy dunes, overgrown swamps, and

unexplored wilderness of Kenshi. Thank you and I hope you enjoy!
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Title: Kenshi Original Soundtrack
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Kole Audio Solutions
Release Date: 9 May, 2016
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Took a moment to understand how to actually play but I like it! It's this weird mix of like, pool with RPG and Roguelike
elements. You shoot your little hero around and fight stuff and bosses and yadda yadda. Enjoyed!. A fun little indie game. With
a very little price.
Great game to let kids play. Has some bugs but nothing too bad.. Is the word "horror" even needed in any title with the words
Russian and story?

Needs more Putin riding bears.. I've been enjoying the game so far. It doesn't look great by today's standard but the game is
deeper than some might think. I also like that there isn't any mana system. The option to zoom and rotate is great. I also like the
city-view option.. If Super Laser Racer were a pair of sneakers, mine would be worn-out, haggard shreds of leather, and I've
enjoyed wearing them since they were bright, shiny, and sitting in a box with crumpled up packing paper.

SLC invites you to defeat all of it. It offers enough variety in tracks and levels of difficulty that it was fun to revisit until I'd
completed everything.

The game is simple and straight-forward. The controls are relatively decent and you'll never have a tough time figuring out what
your objective is (in case you're wondering: WIN THE RACE ;-).. hard to play sorry. I like it very good!. First review ever, for
this money I could have bought a better game...
The game is not what I expected, was hoping to get more of driving through the street and check the cars for problems (this only
happens on the few missions you get when unlocked and you don't even drive to the client position). The rest of the time you
work with a map overview were you just click on the appearing events to which you send your crew to help the people in need.

Before you buy the game look for some videos like "Let's play" to make sure about what you are buying and if it is what you are
looking for (should have done the same, I would not have bought this game).

PS.: English is not my native language so sorry for any grammatical errors, hope the review helps.. CHALK THIS GAME UNDER
'WHY DID I BUY THIS'. GO DOWNLOAD A NES ROM OR SOMETHING. 1 STAR OUT
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If i were SUPERCELL I would sue these guys. Bought it right after release. To begin with: I'm normally more into north
american freight operations or freight trains on german lines, however after really enjoying the previous product (Albula Line) I
was curious to get this route.

Even though the route is small (25 km lenght) it takes an hour to drive and the landscape is just amazing. The developers really
managed to capture the impressive sight of the alps with the train track against the slope of the mountains. The level of details is
stunning as well, there are so many custom made buildings, small villages etc. It looks really really nice and makes you feel like
you're traversing that region. That's the level of detail I'd expect from a good old model railway at home.

Driving the route is fun as well, the train handles well and the signaling system does its job. Nothing too complex and even
downhill the trains are manageable. Soundwise I'm also very happy, especially the "singing" of the train when going through
curves.

Any cons? yes! Unfortunately the world seems dead. Despite some people waiting at the train stations there's no life. Especially
at the beginning of the route, there's a section taking you through the city of Chur. There are only static cars\/busses, nothing
moving, no pedestrians etc. Later on during your ascend, you get to some crossings with no cars moving along the road. At one
crossing there's a tractor waiting for you to pass, but the driver seems to be very patient as he sits there no matter if its summer
or winter, day or night. Other routes (sacramento nothern) manage to have cars on the road during street running scenarios and
the cars even obey the crossings \/ traffic signs. That's something defenity lacking on this route! Also there are some places you
drive by, for example a farm house thats on one side of the track with no way whatsoever to reach it. No road leading up to it,
nothing, just a house sorrounded by trees and cornered in by tracks.

In general the route is amazingly detailed, fun to drive and I would recommend it to anynone looking for a change, something
new. If you liked the Albula-Line, then this route will satisfy you as well!
How long will the fun last? As the possibilities on this route are very limited (limited freight hauling, no different locomotives \/
rolling stock) I doubt this route will keep me occupied for long.. Ok, so I love the Classic Lara outfits. The card system is trash
and plain monetization of Single Player game. Manor and Zombie mode can count a DLC but the rest was cut out of the main
game. Not a fan of passes and micro transactions in a PC game but as long as its optional and not cut out of the main title I
don\u2019t care as I do not need to buy it. I will never support that model. Here I recommend in a collectors edition on sale..
Kitty robots, queer characters, people of color, and mind-machine interfacing -- what's not to like?

Kudos for being able to choose the gender of the protagonist; although, it would've been even better if there was a non-binary
option.

I really liked the mind-reading stuff through "the Void" because, as unethical as it may be, reading minds is a superpower I wish
I had. I think most people wish they had that power at some point in their lives, if not several times in their lives. It's neat the
way using that power can affect outcomes so easily.

There were romance options, men and women. However, they seemed rather secondary to the story, which is fine. Sometimes
romance isn't a person's cup of a tea. So, a person who isn't looking for romance in their story could probably still enjoy this
game if they like sci-fi themes.

I highly recommend this VN for its unique gameplay and interesting story.. Sad? Lonely? Depressed? Life bringing you down?
WELL NOT TO WORRY SIR AS THIS IS THE GAME FOR YOU! This game gives you achivments every single level! This
game makes you feel special! And you know what the best part is? YOU JUST HAVE TO CRASH INTO THINGS! IT'S
PERFECTION!!!!!!!!!!. Same as part 1. Don't unless you liked that one.
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